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1 Identification
1.1 Product name and type designation
This original instruction manual is a component of the following bikes assisted by
an electric motor:
Type Make Model
- 2016 R.C+ HT 29
- 2016 R.C+ FS 27.5
- 2016 R.X+ FS 27.5
- 2016 R.E+ FS 27.5
- 2016 R.T+ HT 28

Image 1:
Type plate for 2016 R.C+ HT 29 as
an example for 2016 hybrid models
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1.2 Product version and issue of the instruction
manual
This original instruction manual refers to the 2016 model year which is produced
from November 2015 to October 2016.
This original instruction manual is issued in November 2015.

1.3 Manufacturer and after-sales service
The manufacturer of bikes assisted by an electric motor is:
ADP ENGINEERING GMBH
Am Bauhof 5
64807 Dieburg, Germany
Phone: +49 6071 – 921 55 0
Fax: +49 6071 – 921 55 25
Email: info@rotwild.de
URL: www.rotwild.de
After-sales service is provided by the supplying ROTWILD authorised retailer. Their
contact details are in the company stamp which can be found on the reverse of
this original instruction manual. Should you be unable to reach them additional
ROTWILD authorised retailers who can provide after-sales service can be found on
the www.rotwild.de website.
ONLINE REGISTRATION Please register your ROTWILD bike online at www.rotwild.de
so we can immediately confirm the beginning of your warranty. Upon successful
registration of your product you have the right to a complementary extended manufacturer's warranty. Please see the Warranty Terms & Conditions on the ROTWILD website at www.rotwild.de.
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1.4 Copyright
© ADP ENGINEERING GMBH, 2015
The transmission and reproduction of this original instruction manual, and the exploitation and communication of its contents is prohibited unless expressly permitted. In the event of infringement you will be liable for damages. All rights reserved with regard to patent, registered design and industrial design registration.
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2 Original instruction manual
2.1 General
This original instruction manual takes into account the essential requirements of
DIN EN 820791:2012 Preparation of instructions for use, DIN EN ISO 12100:2010
Safety of machinery, DIN EN 14766:2005 Mountain bikes, DIN EN
15194:2009+A1:2011 Electrically power assisted cycles EPAC and Directive
2006/42/EC on machinery.
Commercial or legal topics which are not relevant to operational safety will not be
dealt with in this original instruction manual.
Technical details and background information regarding the history of ROTWILD
and a lot more besides can be found on the ROTWILD website.
http://www.rotwild.de/service-kontakt/.

2.2 Language
The original instruction manual is written in German. Further language versions
are translations of the original instruction manual and are invalid without the original instruction manual.

2.3 Copies
This original instruction manual is printed in colour and bound into an external
cover made from thin card [PUR glue]. ADP ENGINEERING GMBH does not accept
any responsibility for copies of any type, for example black and white copies, loose
pages or electronic copies.
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2.4 Applicable documentation
Should a need arise for corrections or supplements they will be marked as such
and issued to operators in printed form via ROTWILD authorised retailers.
The drive battery's charger supplied with the bike is a technically autonomous
unit and is provided with a separate instruction manual.
A continuously updated list of approved accessories can be found at ROTWILD authorised retailers; see section 4.2 Intended use. Any other information does not
apply.

2.5 Using the original instruction manual
2.5.1 User
This original instruction manual is addressed at the riders and operators of the
bikes assisted by an electric motor described herein. It is accordingly aimed at
laypersons.
The operator usually has the authority to dispose of the bike assisted by an electric motor, allows the rider to use it and provides it to specialists for maintenance
and repair. It is possible that the operator and the rider are different people, for
example in the case of a test ride, rental or loan.
Where text is expressly aimed at technical staff (e.g. bike mechanics) a reference
will be made to this. ROTWILD authorised retailers have qualified, trained staff
who have the appropriate technical training to identify risks and avoid hazards
which could occur during maintenance, servicing and repair of bikes assisted by
an electric motor.
Information for technical staff should not be acted upon by laypersons.
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2.5.2 Use
This original instruction manual should be read before using bikes assisted by an
electric motor so that all the functions can be used properly and safely. This does
not replace the personal briefing from the supplying ROTWILD authorised retailer.
In addition, this original instruction manual should be made available to every
user. The original instruction manual is a component of this bike assisted by an
electric motor. If the bike is one day sold, the original instruction manual should
be handed over to the new owner.

2.5.3 Writing conventions
For better readability this original instruction manual and the translation of the
original instruction manual will be subsequently referred to as the "instruction
manual". The bike assisted by an electric motor will be as follows referred to as
the "bike". The following pictograms and signal words will be used in this instruction manual for instructions and warnings.
Pictogram/Signal word Meaning

DANGER

Failure to observe these warnings will result in death or
serious injury. High risk of danger.

! WARNING

Failure to observe these warnings can result in death or
serious injury. Medium risk of danger.

!

Can result in minor or moderate injuries. Low risk of
danger.

!

CAUTION

Information regarding safe use.
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3 General information
3.1 Applicable provisions
The bikes described in this instruction manual are assisted by an electric motor.
They correspond to the requirements of DIN EN 15194 - Electrically power assisted
cycles, amongst others. A declaration has been made that the bike conforms to
the other applicable provisions; an EU Declaration of Conformity is attached to
this instruction manual as an Appendix.

3.2 Design, general functions
The bikes described in this instruction manual are fitted with an integrated electric drive system. This is comprised of the motor, the drive system's control panel,
the display, the rechargeable drive battery and the external charger which is compatible with this drive battery.
The drive system works automatically. As soon as the required muscular energy of
the rider exceeds a certain level the motor gently switches on and assists the
pedal movement of the rider. The motor gently switches off as soon as pedal movement is interrupted or a speed of 25 km/hr is reached.
A pushing aid can be activated. In this operating mode the bike will be pushed at
walking speed as long as a button on the handlebar is pressed. Releasing the
button will immediate stop this mode.
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3.3 National requirements
There may be deviating requirements in foreign countries regarding the standard
features of bikes. In particular there may be specific requirements regarding lighting, reflectors and other components to be able to use the bike on the road.
Please look up information regarding the requirements for riders
and vehicles to ride on the road in that particular country before
using the bike.
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3.4 Operating elements
Image 2: Right hand view of the bike: ROTWILD R.C+ HT 29 used as an example
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Suspension fork
Gear lever
Brake lever
Handlebar
Drive control panel
Stem
Headset
Frame
Bottle holder hooks
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Saddle clamp
Saddle
Seat post
Rear triangle/swing arm
Seat tube
Sprocket
Rear dérailleur
Spoke
Rim
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Image 3: Left hand view of the bike: ROTWILD R.E+ FS 27.5 used as an example
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Tyre/inner tube
Chain
Front dérailleur
Chain rings
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Motor
Down tube with drive battery
Disc brakes
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Hub
Rear shock
Rear shock mount to frame
Rear shock mount to linkage
Charging socket
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Image 4: Bike from the rider's perspective [Marquardt display in the centre]
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Image 5: Charger
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Image 6: Charging socket for the drive battery on the down tube
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1 charging socket
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3.5 Safety information on the product
The following pictograms are used on the product:
Pictogram

Meaning

General warning, observe the instruction manual
Separate collection of electric
and electronic devices
Separate collection of
batteries
Do not throw into fire
(burning prohibited)
Do not open the battery
Protection class II device
Read the instruction manual
Only for use indoors
Fuse
European Conformity
Observe the instruction manual
Recyclable material
max. 50°C
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Protect from temperatures above 50°C
and avoid direct sunlight

3.6 Weights
The following weights are to be taken into consideration for transport:
Model year

Model

2016
2016
2016
2016
2016

R.C+ HT 29
R.C+ FS 27.5
R.X+ FS 27.5
R.E+ FS 27.5
R.T+ HT 28

approx. total weight
(including drive battery)
19 kg
20 kg
20 kg
21 kg
23 kg

Amounts are rounded to full kilograms. In cases of doubt weigh the bike individually in ready-for-use condition.
Weights given refer to the standard model without any accessories.

3.7 Power consumption
The charger can be operated from a standard household plug socket.
Voltage: 230 V, 50 Hz

3.8 Power characteristics
The power output of the drive system is limited to 250 Watts (0.25 kW). The cutoff speed is 25 km/hr. If higher speeds are reached the bike must be slowed down
with the brakes.
When going downhill in the mountains higher speeds can be reached. The bike is only designed to exceed 25 km/hr for a short period of time. The tyres, brakes and frame, in particular, may fail
when subject to higher continuous load.
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3.9 Emissions
The electromagnetic compatibility protection requirements are complied with in
accordance with DIRECTIVE 2004/108/EC. The bike and the charger may be used
in residential areas without restriction.
The A-weighted emission sound pressure level is lower than 70 dB (A).
The vibration total value originating from the bike to which the hand-arm system
is subjected is less than 2.5 ms-2. The highest root mean square value of weighted
acceleration originating from the bike to which the whole body is subjected does
not exceed 0.5 ms-2.
Taking a break from riding is recommended every 30 to 90 minutes in accordance
with the road conditions.

3.10 Environmental conditions
The temperatures of the motor, drive battery and charger are monitored. The drive
system turns itself off as soon as a temperature outside of the permitted temperature range is reached.
Direct sunlight can lead to the temperature in the drive system significantly exceeding the permitted temperature.
!
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CAUTION

Do not expose the drive battery to permanent direct sunlight. Higher temperatures can damage the drive battery
and cause fire.

3.10.1 Environmental conditions when charging
Only use the charger in a dry, dust-free environment. The ambient temperature
must be within the range of 10 °C to 30 °C. Do not cover the charger as it heats
up significantly during charging. Ensure the charger is used in a clean and highly
inflammable environment.

3.10.2 Environmental conditions when riding
The bike can be used during outdoor temperatures of 5 °C to 35 °C. The performance of the drive system is restricted outside of this temperature range.
Because of the open construction, infiltrating moisture can interfere with individual functions of the bike during cold temperatures. If the bike is to be used in
temperatures less than 3°C functional impairments must be taken into account.
In outdoor temperatures greater than 30°C the tyre pressure may increase in excess of the permitted maximum pressure due to direct sunlight. Tyre pressure
should therefore be monitored and lowered if necessary. Parking the bike in the
shade is recommended.

3.10.3 Environmental conditions in storage
The bike must be stored in a dry place without the drive battery and the charger.
The temperature of storage must be within the range of 5 °C to 25 °C. Optimal
storage temperature: 10 °C to 15 °C.
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3.11 Information regarding personal protective
equipment
Wearing a suitable helmet is recommended. In addition, wearing closely fitting
clothing, shoes and gloves suitable for riding is recommended.

3.12 Hazards for vulnerable groups
There are no specific hazards for vulnerable groups.
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4 Basic safety information
4.1 Rider requirements
Provided there are no additional statutory requirements to which riders of bikes
assisted by an electric motor are subject, a minimum age of 15 years is recommended plus experience with pedal cycles.
In other respects the rider must possess sufficient physical and mental ability to
use a pedal cycle.

4.2 Intended use
The above described models ROTWILD R.C+ HT 29; R.C+ FS 27.5; R.X+ FS 27.5;
R.E+ FS 27.5 and R.T+ HT 28 are intended for private use on paved roads and
paths for the customary transport of one person. They can be used on easy terrain
such as field and forest paths, and gravel tracks. The bike is not suitable for
doing jumps, riding on stairs, going through deep water or participating in sporting events.
Changing settings and carrying out repairs to the bike shall only be deemed to be
in accordance with the intended use if they are carried out as described in this instruction manual.
Adhering to the recommended operating, maintenance and monitoring measures,
and reading, understanding and observing this instruction manual are all deemed
to be in accordance with the intended use.
Only technical staff may assemble approved accessories. The current approved
accessories list can be found at ROTWILD authorised retailers.
Any other use is not deemed to be intended use.
This includes, in particular, loaning the bike to an untrained rider, giving another
person a ride, riding with excess luggage, riding without hands, riding in ice and
snow, and improper servicing or repair.
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Carrying shopping bags or similar on the handlebars is deemed to not be in accordance with the intended use. When the drive system is switched on items being
carried could turn on the pushing aid. This may interfere with the bike's functions,
such as the brakes.
Using damaged or incomplete bikes, such as without the drive battery, is deemed
to not be in accordance with the intended use.

4.3 Instructions and training
ROTWILD authorised retailers who are tasked with maintenance and repair work
attend regular training.
The functions of the bike, in particular, its electric functions and the proper use of
the charger shall be personally explained to the rider or the operator of the bike at
the latest upon the handover of the bike from the supplying ROTWILD authorised
retailer.
Every rider who is provided with this bike must receive instructions regarding the
functions of the bike. This original instruction manual is to be issued to every
rider in its printed form for information and compliance.
The operator is responsible for providing riders with a translation in a language
they understand.

4.4 Initial set-up
As the initial set-up of the bike requires special equipment and technical skills
this should be carried out only by trained, technical staff. Information specific to
the bike is provided to the ROTWILD authorised retailers in the associated sections
of this instruction manual.
Instructing the operator or the rider is also part of the initial set-up to be carried
out by the supplying ROTWILD authorised retailer.
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4.5 Emergency stop, emergency shut-off
The bike does not have a separate emergency stop or emergency shut-off.
The power will shut off as soon as the force upon the pedals stops. The bike will
be mechanically braked or stopped with the brakes.
If the pushing aid is activated the drive is interrupted as soon as the corresponding button is no longer pressed.
The drive system will not turn itself off during braking and thus remains available at all times.

Bikes with a centrally mounted Marquardt display unit by can be
turned off by removing the display.

!

CAUTION

The bike should only be turned on if the rider is able to
brake, i.e. can reach at least one brake.

!

CAUTION

The bike must be turned off as soon as the rider intends
to end his ability to brake.

!

CAUTION

To ensure accidents are avoided the system must be
completely turned off during servicing, maintenance and
repair work.
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4.6 Problems during operation
Should any unusual sounds, vibrations, smells, discolouration, deformities, wear
or deterioration become apparent during operation, i.e. during use, when charging
the drive battery or servicing the bike, the bike must no longer be used and should
be taken to a ROTWILD retailer.
The same applies in the event an unusual sensation occurs, for example when
braking, pedalling or steering.
When wet allow for an increased braking distance. The braking sensation is different to the normal braking sensation.

After the bike has been cleaned, serviced or repaired the braking
sensation may temporarily seem unusually weak. The usual braking
power should normalise after braking a few times.

4.7 Disassembly, disposal
All ROTWILD authorised retailers are happy to accept unopened, undamaged drive
batteries and chargers, and will dispose of them in accordance with the law. The
bike, drive battery and charger are not intended to be disassembled for the purposes of disposal.
Legal provisions regarding disposal should be adhered to.

!
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CAUTION

Never try to open the drive battery. Residual voltage
could cause fire and injuries. Sharp fragments and
internal components may cause cuts and short circuits.

To avoid hazards when the bike is being no longer used the bike
and individual parts thereof must be stored away from moisture,
frost and direct sunlight.

4.8 Operator's duty of care
The safety of the bike can only be realised when all necessary measures have
been taken. The operator's duty of care obligates them to plan these measures
and monitor their implementation. The operator must, in particular, ensure the following:
– The bike may only be used in accordance with the intended use
– The bike may only be used in a proper, functional state
– This instruction manual must be made available to the rider in a legible and
complete condition for the duration of use of the bike
– Before the first journey the rider must be familiarised with the relevant functions of the bike. Only riders who have received instruction may use the bike
– In order to be ride the bike the rider must be suitably attired and must wear an
appropriate helmet.
– Only technical staff may service and repair the bike.
EC conformity is valid for this bike assisted by an electric motor as long as the
bike is in its original condition. As soon as the operator undertakes alterations or
makes amendments they themselves are deemed to be the manufacturer. It is
their individual responsibility to once again ensure conformity with the EC Directive by:
– once again putting the bike assisted by an electric motor on the market
– affix the CE marking
– not compromising health & safety.
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4.9 Rider's duty of care
Before the first journey the rider must be familiarised with the bike and receive instructions. They must wear suitable clothing, which also includes gloves and an
appropriate helmet.
In the event the bike is passed on to another rider, the rider instructed by the operator assumes the fundamental obligations of the operator towards the other rider.
This instruction manual is to be understood and observed, in particular section
4.2, Intended use and 7, Operation. Questions should be directed to the operator
or the ROTWILD authorised retailer.
The applicable law regarding riding on the road or other use of
bikes assisted by an electric motor must be adhered to.

4.10 Periodic inspections
The following inspections must be regularly carried out, if necessary with the help
of a ROTWILD authorised retailer.
– Checking the tyre pressure: weekly
– Checking the wear on the brakes: monthly
– Checking the drive chain and lubrication: monthly
– Adjusting the gear cables: every 3 months
– Checking the spoke tension: every 3 months
– Checking the suspension fork and rear shock for functionality and wear & tear:
every 3 months
– Checking the drive system for functionality and wear & tear: every 6 months
– Cleaning and protecting all components: at least every 6 months
– Service carried out by a ROTWILD authorised retailer: at least every 6 months
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Regularly taking your bike to a ROTWILD authorised retailer in order
to detect damage and emerging risks at an early stage and to have
these rectified is expressly recommended. Please document inspections carried out in this instruction manual – see Appendix 10.2.
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5 Preparing the bike for use
All the work envisaged in this chapter should only be carried out by technical
staff.

5.1 Work environment
The bike should be assembled in a clean, dry area where the temperature is between 15 °C and 25 °C. If an assembly stand is used this must be suitable for a
maximum bike weight of 30 kg.
In order to avoid the drive turning on unexpectedly during assembly, the display
should be removed provided it is not essential to the work.
It is assumed that a multi-purpose tool, the special tools available from ROTWILD
and a 5 Nm to 40 Nm torque wrench will be available.

5.2 Transport and storage
During transport and storage the bike must be kept upright. Lying the package
down or on end is not sufficient to avoid damage to the frame and the wheels. The
bike must be kept dry during transport and storage. The drive battery, charger and
electronics of the bike require the temperature of storage to be kept at 5 °C to
25 °C.
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5.3 Items supplied
The bike is delivered 98% pre-assembled. This means that the front wheel is delivered disassembled as well as the bike. The charger is enclosed separately. The
charger's instruction manual is also supplied.
The bike was completely assembled in the factory for test purposes
and then disassembled for transport.

5.4 Packaging
The packaging (mainly cardboard and plastic film) should be disposed of in accordance with official requirements.
!

CAUTION

The package is closed shut with metal clips. When unpacking and shredding the packaging there is a risk of
cutting or stabbing injuries. The metal clips should therefore be removed from the package using pliers before
it is opened. Wearing suitable gloves is recommended.

5.5 Set-up
The drive battery must be fully charged. The front wheel and the pedals must be
attached, and the handlebars and the saddle are to be adjusted to a functional
position. Pedals are not supplied with the bike; please read the list of approved
accessories to select the pedals and observe any national requirements such as
certified reflector variants. All parts should be checked in their fixed positions and
all settings should be checked. The tightening torque on the wheel axle nuts
should be checked.
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The entire cable harness installation should be checked:
– Avoid the cable harness touching any moving parts
– Cable paths must be smooth and free from sharp edges
– Moving parts must not exert any pressure, tension or flex on the cable harness
The functionality and effectiveness of the drive system and the brakes should be
checked. The drive system should be set to the German language and metric
units. Software updates tend to also be security-related. Therefore the software
status of the drive system should be checked and updated if necessary.
Experience shows that unsold bikes tend to be given to consumers
for test rides on the spur of the moment as soon as the bike is
ready to be ridden. Therefore all bikes must be made completely
ready for use immediately after assembly.
It is recommended that the supplied charger and instruction manual are immediately labelled, for example with the bike's frame
number, in order to avoid confusion.
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6 Making the bike ready to ride
This chapter is aimed equally at riders, operators and ROTWILD authorised retailers. Riders and operators may only carry out work which does not require tools. All
other work requires tools not typically found in households and/or knowledge and
experience in dealing with modern lightweight construction, as well as a multipurpose tool.

6.1 Adjusting the handlebars
The handlebars will be adjusted by the ROTWILD authorised retailer in accordance
with the rider. This is carried out by loosening, adjusting and clamping at the required screw connection. The maximum tightening torque on the clamping screws
is 5 Nm to 7 Nm, provided that the components do not indicate any other specifications.

6.2 Adjusting the saddle
From an ergonomic point of view the seat height should be adjusted so that the
heels of the outstretched legs touch the pedals at the lowest point. When sitting
on the bike you should be able to only slightly bend your legs. In order to achieve
an optimal result it is necessary to place both feet on the pedals. It is advisable
to have a second person help you with this.
Image 7: Determining the correct saddle height
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The seat post must not be pulled out of the frame above the minimum insertion
depth mark.
Image 8: Minimum insertion depth mark on the seat post (MIN INSERT)

!

CAUTION

Not observing the minimum insertion depth will lead to
the seat post and the frame breaking, which can result
in a fall or an accident.

6.3 Using the quick release lever and quick release
axle bolt
6.3.1 Seat post quick release lever
The quick release lever for the seat post is not labelled. You can tell whether it is
open or closed due to its design. The figure below shows it in its closed position
ready for use.
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Image 9: Quick release lever for the seat post

2

1
3

1 Clamping lever (ready to be used)
2 Seat post
3 Knurled nut (for adjusting the tension)
The tension is adjusted using the knurled nut. The tension is sufficient when the
clamping lever can be easily moved from the open position to the middle and
must be pressed from the middle using the fingers or the ball of the thumb.
To open the quick release lever, push the lever outwards.
The rider and operator should have the functionality of the quick release lever demonstrated by the ROTWILD authorised retailer for safety reasons.
!

CAUTION

If the pre-load force is too high this will damage the
quick release lever so it no longer works. Insufficient
pre-load force will lead to the unwanted lowering of the
saddle. Such unfavourable application of force can result in the failure of the affected components.
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6.3.2 Wheels Using the RWS system
In order to tighten the RWS system (ratchet wheel mounting system) turn the lever
clockwise whilst holding the adjusting nut (on the other drop-out). The functional
principle is also represented in the figure below. The minimum hand force required
is 15 Nm. Depending on the frame or fork construction it may be necessary to turn
the lever several times. To open the system turn the lever anticlockwise while holding the adjusting nut (located on the opposite side of the hub). The clamping device must always be able to be opened and closed without tools using the lever.
Image 10: RWS lever

1 Raise the lever
2 Twisting/positioning
3 Release the lever
Check to be carried out before each ride
Always check your RWS system before each ride to make sure that the wheels are
correctly installed on the fork or the rear drop-outs. This is especially important
after leaving your bike in a public place. Make sure that the tightening force of
the RWS lever is at least 15 Nm.
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Quick check
Lift the bike up so that the front or rear wheel is off the ground and hit the wheel
hard in a downward motion a few times. The wheel should not be loose or fall off.
There should also be no gap between the wheel and the fork. This check does not
guarantee that the RWS lever has received sufficient pre-load force; the minimum
is 15 Nm. If you are uncertain if the RWS is mounted correctly please contact your
ROTWILD authorised retailer.
Riders and operators should have the functionality of the quick
release lever demonstrated by the ROTWILD authorised retailer.

Image 11: RWS System front wheel

Image 12: RWS System rear wheel
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6.3.3 Wheels: Assembling the axle bolt on the front wheel
Quick release axles are used on the front wheels of ROTWILD wheels. When inserting the front wheel hub ensure that the hub is fixed securely to the drop-out and
the brake discs are correctly centred in the brake calliper.
Image 13: Fitting the front wheel onto the suspension fork

Image 14: Assembling the front wheel axle system

Open the quick release lever on the quick release axle and push the lightly greased axle through the hub until it engages with the thread of the drop-out. Tighten
the axle and turn the clamping lever over hand-tight.
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Image 15: Closing the quick release lever

6.3.4 Assembling the axle bolt on the rear wheel
The models 2016 R.C+ FS 27.5, 2016 R.X+ FS 27.5 and 2016 R.E+ FS 27.5 also
use quick release axles on the rear wheels. When inserting the rear wheel hub ensure that the hub is fixed securely to the drop-out and the brake discs are correctly centred in the brake calliper. Then push the lightly greased axle through the
hub until it engages with the thread of the drop-out. Tighten the axle; the tightening torque should be at least 15 Nm. Also see the above Figure 10 RWS lever.

Image 16: Assembling the RWS axle system on the rear wheel
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Ensure that the thread of the quick release axle is clean before assembling.

!

CAUTION

An improperly assembled quick release axle on the front
or rear wheel can lead to the bike jamming in the suspension fork or rear triangle. This can result in a fall or
an accident.

If the axle bolt cannot be assembled following the above instructions it must be
checked by a ROTWILD authorised retailer.

6.3.5 Assembling the quick release lever on the rear wheel
Models 2016 R.C+ HT 29 and 2016 R.T+ HT 28 also use quick release levers on
the rear wheel. Ensure that the drop-out, the hub of the rear wheel and the quick
release lever are clean. When inserting the rear wheel hub ensure that the hub is
fixed correctly to the drop-out and the brake discs are correctly centred in the
brake calliper. Carry out the steps described in section 6.3.2 to correctly fix the
quick release lever. Also see the above Figure 10 RWS lever.
! WARNING

If the pre-load force is too high this will damage the
quick release lever so it no longer works. Insufficient
pre-load force will lead to more inconvenient application
of force. This can result in the fork or the frame
breaking.

6.3.6 Assembling the axle bolt on the rear wheel with MDI 3
drop-outs
Models 2016 R.X+ FS 27.5 do not have an axle bolt on the rear wheel which can
be adjusted without tools. A hexagonal socket wrench (size 5) is required here. Before assembling ensure that the thread is clean and undamaged. Also ensure that
the left side of the drop-out which the head of the quick release inserts into is
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clean. Then push the lightly greased axle through the hub until it engages with
the thread of the drop-out. Tighten the axle; the tightening torque should be at
least 12 Nm.
Image 17: Assembling the axle system on the rear wheel with MDI 3 drop-outs
using a hexagonal socket wrench

Ensure that the thread of the quick release axle is clean and undamaged before assembling.

The length of the chain stays can be varied; this is a characteristic
of the design of the MDI 3. In its as-delivered condition frame sizes
S and M are in the short position. The quick release is assembled in
the long position for frames sizes L and XL.
! WARNING

Converting between both chain stays lengths requires
the adjustment of safety-relevant components (for
example the rear wheel brake and drop-outs). An incorrectly adjusted quick release axle or brakes can lead to
the rear wheel jamming or loosening, in addition to the
brakes failing. This can result in a fall or an accident.
Therefore these alterations should only be carried out by
your ROTWILD authorised retailer.
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6.4 Adjusting the gear cables
If the gears will not engage cleanly the settings in the gear lever housing will
need correcting. Unscrew the gear cable housing on the gear lever housing by
hand in small steps and check the functionality every time after a correction has
been made.
In order to turn the gear cable housing it must be pulled out a little from its position. Ensure that it is now sitting properly before testing the functionality.
If the gear cables cannot be adjusted in this way the assembly of the gear cables
should be checked by a ROTWILD authorised retailer.
Image 18: Gear cable with housing

1

1 Gear cable housing
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6.5 Adjusting the brakes
6.5.1 Brake pad wear
Brake pad wear on the disc brakes does not need to be adjusted.

6.5.2 Grip width
The grip width can be adjusted without tools with the brake lever's knurled screw.
If the brakes cannot be adjusted or are not functional they must be checked by a
ROTWILD authorised retailer.
Image 19: Brake lever with knurled screw

1
1 Brake lever
!

CAUTION

2
2 Knurled screw
Brake levers which push through the handlebar grip
could lead to you not being able to brake in time. This
could result in a fall or an accident. Check the brakes
are working properly before each ride.
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! WARNING

If the front or rear brakes are not properly adjusted this
can mean that in a hazardous situation the optimal braking distance cannot be achieved. This can result in a
fall or an accident. If the brakes cannot be adjusted following the above instructions and therefore are not
functioning safely they must be checked by a ROTWILD
authorised retailer.

6.6 Adjusting the suspension
6.6.1 Adjusting the suspension fork
6.6.1.1 Suspension stiffness
The ROTWILD authorised retailer checks the factory setting of the suspension and,
if necessary, adjusts it to the weight of the rider. The spring reload is aligned to
the weight of the rider using a filling valve at the top of the left strut.
The filling valve to correct the fork's pressure is found under the screw cap of the
left strut. The correct setting has been reached when the suspension fork compresses 20% in relation to the total spring deflection when subjected to the static
load of the rider.
Image 20: Pressure valve adjusting for fork pressure
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A special air pump should be used for suspension forks and rear
shock. A normal air pump cannot build up the required pressure in
a sensitive manner.

The following table shows the standard values for fork air pressure in relation to
bodyweight.
Standard values for fork air pressure R.C+ HT 29 R.X+ FS 27.5 R.E+ FS 27.5
depending on spring deflection
R.T+ HT 28 R.C+ FS 27.5
Weight of rider (kg)
≤57
57 - 61
61 - 66
66 - 70
70 - 77
77 - 84
84 - 91
91 - 98
98 - 104

100 mm
55psi
55psi
60psi
70psi
80psi
85psi
90psi
95psi
100psi

140 mm
45psi
50psi
55psi
65psi
70psi
75psi
80psi
90psi
100psi

160mm
45psi
50psi
55psi
65psi
70psi
75psi
80psi
90psi
100psi

Image 21: Rubber ring for adjusting sag
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On the left fork leg there is a rubber ring to measure the amount of
travel. After filling the suspension fork, remove the air pump and
press the rubber ring down until it is flush with the seal. Then sit
on your bike. The suspension fork will be compressed by your body
weight. Using the position of the rubber ring you can measure the
compression caused by your body weight. This is a simple way of
measuring the spring deflection used.
Riding with too high fork air pressure and without fork air pressure
will destroy the fork. It is recommended that you allow a ROTWILD
authorised retailer to demonstrate how to correct the fork air pressure.
6.6.1.2 OPEN-MEDIUM-FIRM - Adjusting the suspension fork
The suspension of the fork on the front wheel can be altered during a ride by the
ground conditions. The blue adjustment lever on the right fork leg is used to adjust the suspension fork.
Image 22: Fork settings from left to right: OPEN; MEDIUM; FIRM
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FIRM = Stiff suspension properties suitable for riding uphill to reduce spring deflection/luffing

MEDIUM = Mountain biking: Standard suspension setting during a
ride

OPEN = Downhill: Light suspension properties suitable for riding
downhill

6.6.1.3 Damping the suspension
Underneath the end of the right fork leg is the adjustment knob for damping (rebound speed) the fork suspension. To correctly adjust it, first turn the adjustment
knob anticlockwise until it stops. Then, turn the adjustment knob clockwise in
small steps/clicks until the correct damping settings have been reached.
Image 23: Adjusting the damping on the right fork leg
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Too little damping leads to the very rapid rebound of the fork. Too
much damping results in the fork suspension collapsing in the
event of rapid consecutive impacts as it can no longer rebound fast
enough.
Adjusting the damping is carried out when the suspension fork is in
OPEN mode.

6.6.2 Adjusting the rear shock
6.6.2.1 Suspension stiffness
The following section relates to models R.C+ FS 27.5, R.X+ FS 27.5 and R.E+ FS
27.5. The suspension stiffness of the rear shock is adjusted by the amount of air
pressure. The filling valve is found under the protective cap and allows the rear
shock pressure to be adjusted. The higher the air pressure in the rear shock, the
stiffer the suspension.
Image 24: Filling valve on the rear shock

A special air pump should be used for suspension forks and rear
shocks. A normal air pump cannot build up the required pressure in
a sensitive manner.
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The following table shows the standard values for rear shock air pressure in relation to bodyweight.
Standard values for rear shock air pressure R.C+ FS 27.5R.X+ FS 27.5R.E+ FS 27.5
depending on spring deflection
140mm
140mm
160mm
Weight of rider (kg)
≤57
57 - 61
61 - 66
66 - 70
70 - 77
77 - 84
84 - 91
91 - 98
Max. permitted weight 120 kg

180psi
190psi
195psi
200psi
210psi
220psi
230psi
240psi

185psi
190psi
205psi
215psi
225psi
235psi
250psi
260psi

185psi
195psi
205psi
215psi
225psi
235psi
245psi
255psi

After filling the rear shock remove the air pump. Push the rubber
ring on the rear shock directly onto the air chamber. Then sit on
your bike. Your body weight deflects the springs of the rear shock.
This avoids luffing. The rubber ring marks the maximum spring deflection of the rear shock. This displacement allows you to determine the sag.
The correct setting has been reached when the rear shock compresses 20% of the maximum damping stroke when subjected your
body weight. The maximum damping stroke is 50mm.
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6.6.2.2 OPEN-MEDIUM-FIRM - Adjusting the rear shock
The suspension of the rear wheel can be altered during a ride at the rear shock
due to the ground conditions. The blue adjustment lever on the rear shock is used
to make adjustments.
Image 25: Adjusting the damping for FLOAT models [R.C+ FS 27.5 and R.X+ FS
27.5]

Image 26: Adjusting the damping for FLOAT-X models [R.E+ FS 27.5]

FIRM = Mode where, as a result of stiff suspension properties,
spring deflection/luffing is greatly reduced.

MEDIUM = Mode for balanced terrain and balanced spring deflection behaviour

OPEN = Soft spring deflection behaviour for rough terrain and riding downhill
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In order to look after the bike and the wheels it should be predominantly used in MEDIUM or OPEN mode

The Factory Series rear shocks can be fine-tuned by three additional levels using
the black adjustment dial. Level 1 stands for a light set-up, whereas level 3 can
be selected for a stiffer response by the damper.
Image 27: Fine tuning FLOAT X [Factory Series]

6.6.2.3 Damping strength
The red adjustment dial can be used to adjust the damping in the rear shock.
Image 28: Adjusting the damping for FLOAT models
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Image 29: Adjusting the damping for FLOAT X models

To correctly adjust it first turn the red adjustment dial anticlockwise until it stops.
Then turn the adjustment knob clockwise in small steps/clicks until the correct
rear shock settings have been reached.
Too little damping leads to the very rapid rebound of the rear wheel
suspension. Too much damping results in the rear wheel suspension collapsing in the event of rapid consecutive impacts as it can
no longer rebound fast enough.

6.7 Additional components
Please always observe the safety regulations for road traffic in your current country. For example, there is a Europe-wide regulation stating that only certified pedals with reflectors are permitted. A mechanical warning device (bell) is strongly
recommended and this is the law in many countries. This also applies to model
R.T+ HT 28. The acoustic bell sounds integrated into the COBI system is not a permitted replacement for a mechanical bell.
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6.8 Storage and protection
Should the bike not be used for a period greater than four weeks the drive battery
should be fully charged beforehand. The charger should not be constantly plugged
in.
The bike should be cleaned with a wrung-out cloth and protected with a wax
spray. The friction surfaces of the brakes should not be waxed.
The bike is then ready to be ridden again after a period of non-use.
If the bike is not used for a significant length of time we recommend it to be inspected, cleaned and preserved by a ROTWILD authorised retailer.
The bike and the charger must be stored in a dry place. The temperature of storage must be within the range of 5 °C to 25 °C. Optimal storage temperature: 10 °C to 15 °C.
The drive battery must be recharged every 8 weeks.

We recommend using a bike stand to store and park the bike where either the
front or the rear wheel can be securely inserted to prevent the bike falling over
whilst it is stored.
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7 Operation
The rider should have the functionality of the bike explained to them by the operator before the ride. This instruction manual must be given to the rider to take with
them in its printed form for information and compliance, and if necessary together
with a translation of this instruction manual.
The statutory requirements upon the rider to participate in road traffic must be
complied with. A minimum age of 15 years is recommended.
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Tightly fitting clothing, shoes and gloves suitable for riding must be worn. Shoelaces, scarves and other loose
items can get caught in the spokes in the wheels and
the chain drive.

!

CAUTION

!

CAUTION

Large amounts of dirt etc. can interfere with the bike's
functionality, such as that of the brakes for example.

!

CAUTION

Road conditions must be adhered to. Loose objects, such
as twigs and branches can get tangled in the wheels
and cause a fall.

!

CAUTION

The brakes can get very hot during use. Allow the brake
components to cool down after a ride.

7.1 General
The bike should be inspected to check it is complete before every ride. The positions of the quick release lever and the quick release axle should be checked in
particular, especially if the bike was left unattended. Check whether the correct
resistance builds up in the usual brake lever position before every ride by pulling
both brake levers whilst standing up. The rotation of the front and rear wheels
should be inspected. This is particularly important if the wheels have been transported or secured with a bike lock.
In the event of deviations or abnormalities of any kind you must stop using the
bike and investigate the cause.
After a fall, accident or the bike falling over, damage could have
occurred which is difficult to detect. It is therefore recommended to
stop using the bike and take it to a ROTWILD authorised retailer for
inspection. Using a damaged bike is deemed to not be in accordance with the intended use.

7.2 Kick stands
It is not permitted to attach a kick stand to ROTWILD models R.C+ HT 29, R.C+ FS
27.5, R.X+ FS 27.5 and R.E+ FS 27.5.

7.3 Total permitted weight
The total permitted weight for ROTWILD models R.C+ HT 29, R.C+ FS 27.5, R.X+
FS 27.5, R.E+ FS 27.5 and R.T+ HT 28 is 120 kg. This information is also stated
on the type plate.
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7.4 Luggage carriers
It is not permitted to attach luggage carriers to ROTWILD models R.C+ HT 29,
R.C+ FS 27.5, R.X+ FS 27.5 and R.E+ FS 27.5.

7.5 Function of the gears
The gear lever for the front dérailleur is on the left handlebar grip (only models
R.C+ HT 29 and R.T+ HT 28). The gear lever for the changing gear cable is on the
right handlebar grip. The correct pedalling frequency is 65 to 80 revolutions per
minute. The electric drive system will not work properly if you are in the wrong
gear. In addition, pedalling at a higher frequency with less load is better for the
body.

7.6 Lowering the saddle
When mountain biking, it can be helpful to temporarily lower the seat post.
To lower the seat post press the thumb shifter on the handlebars and the force of
the rider's weight will lower the saddle. Press the thumb shifter again to extend
the seat post and the saddle is released. The saddle will automatically travel upwards and does not need to be pulled up by hand. Both hands therefore remain on
the handlebars.
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Image 30: Thumb shifter for altering the height of the saddle

Before pressing the thumb shifter to lower the saddle, check that
you have both feet on the pedals. In order to be able to control the
saddle lowering you need a certain amount of tension in the legs.

7.7 Electric drive system
The electric drive system is comprised of the display, the control panel to change
the various modes of the system, the drive motor which is permanently installed in
the down tube, the rechargeable drive battery and the external charger.
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7.7.1 Marquardt operating system
With ROTWILD models R.C+ HT 29 and R.C+ FS 27.5 the system is operated using
Marquardt components.
Image 31: Marquardt operating system from the rider's perspective

2
1
1 Centrally positioned display

2 Control panel positioned on the right on
the handlebars

The system can be turned off by removing the screen.
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7.7.1.1 Screen
The screen can be removed to prevent unauthorised use. Press the locking flap
downwards and push the screen forwards. When it reaches the end position the
screen can be removed upwards from the holder.
Image 32: Marquardt screen and locking flap

To insert the screen place it in the screen holder and push it downwards as far as
it will go.
Removing the screen can take the system out of operation.

The screen has three buttons:
MENU button: the MENU button on the right changes the information shown
LIGHT button: the LIGHT button on the right changes the lighting functions
ON/OFF button: the ON/OFF button is situated in the direction of motion and changes the operation status of the system.
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Under a rubber flap on the lower edge of the screen holder is a USB socket. This
can be used to operate external devices. USB voltage: 5 V, max. 500 mA. A successful connection is confirmed by "CHArG" appearing on the screen.
Image 33: Marquardt screen button layout and USB socket

1

2

3

4
1 MENU button
2 LIGHT button

3 ON/OFF button
4 USB socket

The position of the rubber flap should be checked and adjusted if
necessary when the USB socket is not in use to avoid water entering.
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7.7.1.2 Control panel on the handlebars
The control panel has three buttons:
 button: increase the level of support
 button: change or adjust the displayed information
 button: decrease the level of support
Image 34: Marquardt control panel and symbols

7.7.1.3 Turning the drive system on and off
The system can be placed in sleep mode when it is not in use to save energy. The
system will also automatically place itself in this mode after 120 minutes of idleness in order to reduce the battery depletion. In order to reactivate the system
from this mode, press the arrow button on the control panel in the direction of motion. The display lights up to indicate the system is ready to be used. If this is not
the case, check whether the display is properly inserted into the display holder.
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The drive system has the following operating modes:
– Ready for use: the display is illuminated showing the support mode and the
battery level. This signifies that the system is ready for use.
– Standby: if the bike has not moved for approximately 12 minutes the system
puts itself into standby mode.
Carrying out a simple action (e.g. pressing a button or a movement impulse
upon the crank) prompts the system into being ready for use again. After reactivation the system will be in the lowest level of support.
– Sleep mode: the on/off button on the display can directly send the system into
sleep mode. To do so press the button for ≥ 3 seconds. The system will also
automatically place itself in sleep mode after 120 minutes of idleness.
Please note that activating the system from this mode can only be carried out
by pressing the arrow button on the control panel in the direction of motion.
7.7.1.4 Lighting
The light function on the display is deactivated.
7.7.1.5 Level of support
The different levels of support are OFF, CRUISE, TOUR and SPORT and can be adjusted using the  and  buttons on the control panel. If the display does not
show any mode of assistance the system is in the OFF level. If no mode of assistance is selected the pedal force of the rider is not supported.
7.7.1.6 Pushing aid
The pushing aid only works when the level of support is set to OFF.
Press and hold the  button and the pushing aid will shortly turn on. The pushing
aid is only active for as long as the  button is pressed. The pushing aid will
automatically switch itself off as soon as the  button is released.
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! WARNING

The bike must be securely held with both hands when
using the pushing aid. Please note that due to the design of the bike the pedals could still turn and therefore
need sufficient room to move.

The power of the pushing aid and its speed is influenced by the gear selected. We
recommend using first gear when going uphill to protect the drive.
7.7.1.7 Display screen
Image 35: Display screen overview

1

7
6

2
5

3
4
1
2
3
4

Light indicator
Pushing aid activated
Pushing aid in operation
Assistance mode

5 Speed
6 Drive battery status
7 Travel information
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7.7.1.8 Travel information
Travel information can be accessed by repeatedly pressing the MENU button on
the display or the  button on the control panel. The information available is:
Time, Trip Length, Trip Calories, Trip Duration, Trip Average Speed, Total Kilometres, Total Time and Pedal Power.
The Trip values are all reset when the MENU button or the  button is pressed for
longer than 2 seconds whilst a Trip value is shown on the screen.
When the Total Time is shown on the screen, this can likewise be reset by pressing
the MENU button or the  button.
The Total Kilometres cannot be reset.
7.7.1.9 System settings and system messages
7.7.1.9.1 Setting measurement units
The measurement units can either be shown completely in metric or imperial. To
change the system used first briefly press the ON/OFF button and then press the
ON/OFF button at the same time as the Menu button for longer than 3 seconds.
The software status will be shown which means the measurement system has
been changed.
7.7.1.9.2 Setting the time
To set the time press the  button on the control panel for longer than 2 seconds
whilst the time is shown on the display.
Once the display flashes the time can be set using the  button and the  button; confirm the time with the  button.
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7.7.1.9.3 System messages
The drive system constantly monitors itself and in the event of a known error this
will be shown by an encrypted number. The system may turn itself off automatically depending on the type of error. In any case a ROTWILD authorised retailer
should be informed of system messages. The course of action will be agreed with
the ROTWILD authorised retailer.

7.7.2 Mini display operating system
With ROTWILD models R.X+ FS 27.5 and R.E+ FS 27.5 the system is operated
using BMZ components.
Image 36: Mini display operating system on the left handlebar from the rider's
perspective

7.7.2.1 Mini display component descriptions
The operating system has three buttons:
On/Off button: the On/Off button is situated in the direction of motion and changes the operation status of the system
Lighting control: change the light function
Pushing aid: activate the pushing aid
Under a rubber flap on the lower area of the clamp is a USB socket. This can be
used to operate external devices. USB voltage: 5 V, max. 500 mA.
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Image 37: Mini display control panel button layout and USB socket

1

2

3

4
1 On/Off
2 Lighting

3 Pushing aid
4 USB socket
The position of the rubber flap should be checked and adjusted if
necessary when the USB socket is not in use to avoid water entering.

7.7.2.2 Mini display control panel
Additional adjustments can be carried out using the rocker on the control panel as
well as to the 3 buttons described above. In order to change the level of support
press the + or - buttons which can be seen on the display field.
Image 38: Mini display with integrated controls mounted on the left-hand side
within reach

1
2

1 Press to increase the level of support
2 Press to decrease the level of support
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7.7.2.3 Turning the drive system on and off
The system can be placed in sleep mode when not in use in order to save energy.
The system will also automatically place itself in this mode after 120 minutes of
idleness in order to reduce the self-discharge of the battery to as little as possible. To turn on the system press the On/Off button in the direction of motion. The
display field lights up to indicate the system is ready to be used. If the system will
not turn on, check whether the plug connection to the operating system in the
handlebars area is properly inserted.
The drive system has the following operating modes:
– Ready for use: the display field is illuminated showing the support mode and
the battery level. This signifies that the system is ready for use.
– Standby: briefly pressing the On/Off button will send the system into standby
mode. If the bike has not moved for approximately 12 minutes the system puts
itself into standby mode. Carrying out a simple action (e.g. pressing a button or
a movement impulse upon the crank) prompts the system into being ready for
use again. After reactivation the system will be in the lowest level of support
mode.
– Sleep mode: the on/off button can send the system into sleep mode. To do so
press the button for ≥ 3 seconds. The system will also automatically place itself
in sleep mode after 120 minutes of idleness.
In order to reactivate the system from this mode, press the On/Off button for at
least 2 seconds.
7.7.2.4 Lighting
The light function is deactivated.
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7.7.2.5 Level of support
The symbols above where the speed is displayed show the level of support currently selected and is depicted by four squares. The rocker switch + and - changes between the four levels.
Image 39: Mini display level of support

7.7.2.6 Pushing aid
Push and hold the pushing aid button to activate the pushing aid. After a short
display the pushing aid will be engaged. For security reasons the pushing aid will
automatically switch off once the button is released.
! WARNING

The bike must be securely held with both hands when
using the pushing aid. Please note that due to the design of the bike the pedals could still turn and therefore
need sufficient room to move.

The power of the pushing aid and its speed is influenced by the gear selected.
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7.7.2.7 Display screen
Image 40: Overview of the display fields
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Pushing aid mode
Light
Level of support
Speed
Battery status
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System messages
Decrease the level of support
Displayed speed unit
Increase the level of support

7.7.2.8 System messages
If an error occurs in the system this is shown by a warning symbol in the bottom
left display field. The system may turn itself off automatically depending on the
type of error. In any case a ROTWILD authorised retailer should be informed of system messages. The error can be determined by a ROTWILD authorised retailer by
accessing the memory and then rectified.
7.7.2.9 Setting the unit of measurement
The speed can either be shown in metric or imperial. To change the unit of measurement press the Light button for ≥ 3 seconds. Then use the + and - buttons to
select the output unit. Confirm by pressing the Light button for ≥ 3 seconds.
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7.7.3 COBI operating system
With the ROTWILD model R.T+ HT 28 the system is controlled using the COBI system. The system carries out all relevant control commands. This system also has
an integrated display which shows information about the operating mode, level of
support, speed, battery status and kilometres travelled. In addition, the system
mounted on the handlebars has an integrated lighting system.
This system can also be connected to popular smartphone models.
This significantly increases the functionality of the system. A detailed description of the scope of all additional functions and further
information regarding compatibility and the use of smartphones
can be found at www.cobi.bike. A smartphone is not part of the
COBI system and is not supplied with the bike.
7.7.3.1 COBI operating system component descriptions
The operating system comprises of a central unit positioned in the middle on the
handlebars and a control panel mounted within reach. The central unit comprises
a display to show basic information and an LED to show the operating mode, as
well as an On/Off button. In addition, there is an automatic front light, the associated light sensor and a light switch.
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Image 41: COBI system central unit
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1 Display
2 On/Off button
3 Front light

4 LED operating mode
5 Light sensor
6 Light button

The control panel comprises 6 buttons to control the system:
Image 42: COBI system control panel
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1 Up button
2 Down button
3 Left button

4 Right button
5 Select button
6 Push button
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7.7.3.2 Operating the COBI system
To increase the level of support from the drive, press the Up button. To reduce the
level of support, press the Down button. To use the electric bell, press the Push
button.
Please always observe the regulations for road traffic in your current country. The electric bell integrated into the COBI system is not
a permitted replacement for a mechanical bell and can be insufficient according to the laws of certain countries.
7.7.3.3 Turning the COBI operating system on and off
The system can be placed in sleep mode when not in use to save energy. The system will also automatically place itself in this mode after 120 minutes of idleness
in order to reduce the self-discharge of the battery to as little as possible. Press
the On/Off button on the central unit to turn the system on. The status LED will
show if the system is ready for use. If the system will not turn on, check whether
the plug connection in the handlebars area is properly inserted.
The drive system has the following operating modes:
– Ready for use: when the status LED is lit up this signals that the system is
ready for use.
– Energy saving mode: the On/Off button can send the system into energy saving
mode. To do so press the button for ≥ 3 seconds. The system will also automatically place itself into this sleep mode after 120 minutes of idleness. To activate
the system from this mode press the On/Off button.
In order to restart the COBI system press and hold the Light button
for at least 10 seconds until an audible system is heard.
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7.7.3.4 Lighting
The R.T+ 28 HT has an automatic lighting system comprised of a front light and a
back light. The front light integrated into the COBI system has three settings in
order to guarantee optimal lighting.
– Daytime running light: improves visibility during the ride
– Energy-saving LED light: good lighting but uses less energy
– High performance LED light: maximum illumination of the area
The different light modes can be selected by pressing the Light button. The automatic light mode automatically changes the light level of the front light and
adapts the strength of the light in accordance with the predominant brightness as
standard.
! WARNING

To avoid damaging your eyes, do not look directly into the
light.

! WARNING

Never touch or cover the heat sink of the front light. The
heat sink will be very hot and can burn the skin. Covering the heat sink can cause burns.

7.7.3.5 Level of support
In the COBI system, use the Up and Down button to change between the various
levels of support. The number in the top left of the display shows which level of
support is currently selected.
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7.7.3.6 Pushing aid
Push and hold the Down button to activate the pushing aid. After a short display
the pushing aid will be engaged. For security reasons the pushing aid will automatically switch off once the button is released.
! WARNING

The bike must be securely held with both hands when
using the pushing aid. Please note that due to the design of the bike the pedals could still turn and therefore
need sufficient room to move.

The power of the pushing aid and its speed is influenced by the gear selected.
7.7.3.7 Display screen
Image 43: COBI display screen
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7

Level of support
Speed
Unit of measurement
Remaining charge in the battery

6
5
6
7
8

Pushing aid active
Kilometres/Error code
Light mode
Bluetooth connection to a smartphone

The battery symbol shows the remaining charge in the drive battery.
One bar corresponds to approximately 20%.

7.7.3.8 System messages
The operating status of the bike is continuously monitored by the system. In the
event of an error the corresponding error code will be show on the display. The
system may turn itself off automatically on safety grounds depending on the type
of error. In any case a ROTWILD authorised retailer should be informed of system
messages. The error can be determined by a ROTWILD authorised retailer by accessing the memory and then rectified.

7.8 Charger
The bike is delivered with a charger of type # 24555-1 from the manufacturer
BMZ. The charger is designed to work with a 230V and 50Hz power supply and
must not be used on any other.
!

CAUTION

The charger may only be used to charge the integrated
drive battery. The drive battery may only be charged with
the supplied charger. Non-compliance can lead to a fire
or explosion.

The charger may not be used outside. Only use the charger in a dry, clean environment.
!

CAUTION

If moisture penetrates the charger there is a risk of electric shock.

Only use and store the charger in a dry, clean environment. Observe the safety information on the charger. Do not cover the charger as it heats up a lot during
charging. Ensure the charger is used in a clean and highly inflammable environment.
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7.9 Integrated drive battery in the down tube
The lithium ion drive battery is integrated in the bike's down tube. It has onboard
protective electronics which are attuned to the charger.
The charging socket can be found on the left side, underneath the down tube. It is
covered by a rubber seal to prevent water and dirt from entering. To remove the
rubber seal place a finger in the depression and pull outwards. The plug and the
socket are magnetic and will align themselves with each other.
Keep the drive battery and the charger away from children.

! WARNING

!
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CAUTION

The drive battery in the down tube is only protected
against ordinary splashes of water. The bike must not be
cleaned with high pressure water devices, jets of water
or compressed air. Do not immerse the bike in water.
This could result in a short circuit, loss of function, fire
and explosion. If you have reason to believe that water
could have penetrated the drive battery the bike should
no longer be used.
Paper clips, screws, coins and other small items should
be kept away from the charging socket of the drive battery. They are capable of unintentionally bridging the
electrical connections in the drive battery. This could result in fire, explosion and heat being generated.

!

CAUTION

!

CAUTION

Incorrect handling can allow fluid to leak out the drive
battery. Immediately rinse with water upon any contact.
If this fluid has come into contact with the eyes medical
assistance should also be sought. Leaked fluid can result in irritation and burns. If vapour leaks from the
drive battery ventilate the area well and seek medical
advice in the event of any problems. Vapours may irritate
the respiratory system.
Should the down tube become damaged on the outside
as a result of a fall or an accident the bike should no
longer be used. Should the bike seem undamaged on the
outside after a collision, the drive battery may still be
damaged on the inside. In this case the bike must not
be used for a minimum of 24 hours and monitored.

The electrical connections of the drive battery should only be cleaned with a dry
cloth or brush.
The statutory requirements regarding handling, transport and disposal of the drive battery should be observed.

! WARNING

Defective drive batteries are classed as hazardous materials. They should not come into contact with water and
must be kept dry accordingly in storage.
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7.9.1 Charging the drive battery
The drive battery should be charged in its position on the bike. Only use the charger in a dry, dust-free environment. The ambient temperature must be within the
range of 10 °C to 30 °C. The charger will get very hot during charging. Ensure the
charger is used in a clean and highly inflammable environment.
The drive battery should be charged at it its position on the bike. It
is not possible to disassemble the drive battery so it can be charged elsewhere.
The charger's power cable should be connected to a household earthed power socket. The yellow LED will flash frequently to show that the charger is working.
Power connection information: 230 V, 50 Hz, 250 W
The charger's cable is inserted into the charging socket of the drive battery on the
down tube. The cable and the drive battery are magnetic and will guide the cable
into the correct position.
Charging will start automatically. The current battery status will be shown on the
display during charging. The battery status display will flash to show that it is
charging. The charger will flash infrequently to show that charging is ongoing.
The green indicator light will slowly flash, once the battery is fully charged.
Should the charging process not proceed as described the charger and the drive
battery are to be taken out of use and taken to a ROTWILD authorised retailer.
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Image 44: Opening the charging socket

Image 45: Connecting the charger cable

A permanent or flashing red indicator light means that an error has
been detected. The charger and the drive battery are to be taken
out of use and taken to a ROTWILD authorised retailer.

Observe the charger's instruction manual.

!

CAUTION

Do not attempt to open or repair the drive battery or the
charger. There is a risk of electric shock and explosion.
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7.9.2 Mounting and dismounting the drive battery
The drive battery is integrated into the down tube and is a permanent part of the
frame's construction.
! WARNING
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The drive battery in the down tube may only be removed
by certified ROTWILD authorised retailers.

8 Maintenance, cleaning
Some maintenance and cleaning work can be carried out by laypersons. If in doubt
follow the advice of a ROTWILD authorised retailer.
A ROTWILD authorised retailer should always be used to carry out the thorough
cleaning every six months, preferably as part of a mandatory service.

8.1 Fatigue
The bike is of modern lightweight construction and its components accordingly
have a restricted life span. Various materials and components react in different
ways to wear & tear and fatigue due to the stresses placed on them. If the design
life span of a component has exceeded, this component could suddenly fail and
could possibly injure the rider. Any type of crack, scratch or colour change in a
highly stressed area is a sign that the lifespan of the component has been reached and the part must be replaced.
The ROTWILD authorised retailer will inspect the bike for signs of
fatigue as part of the thorough clean.

!

CAUTION

Should signs of fatigue occur during use the bike should
be immediately taken out of use and taken to a ROTWILD
authorised retailer for the situation to be examined.
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8.2 Genuine spare parts
The individual components of the bike were carefully selected and coordinated. In
its as-delivered condition the bike corresponds with all strength, stability and safety requirements (EC conformity).
To retain EC conformity only genuine spare parts may be used during maintenance
and repairs.
Changes to the bike could lead to the loss of EC conformity. As soon
as relevant alterations or amendments are made it is your own responsibility to once again declare conformity with the EC Directive,
see also 4.8: Operator's duty of care.
! WARNING

Using child seats or child trailers is not permitted.

8.3 Maintenance I
The following inspection and servicing measures can be regularly carried out by
the operator/rider. If in doubt follow the advice of a ROTWILD authorised retailer.
– Tyre pressure should be adjusted in accordance with the tyre pressure table
– Wear and tear on the tyres should be inspected
– The drive chain and the chain rings should be cleaned with appropriate cleaning agents and lubricated.
– The gear cables should be checked and, if required, corrected.
– Wear and tear on the brake pads and brake discs should be inspected
– Pressure in the suspension elements should be checked
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8.3.1 Cleaning
The bike should be cleaned with a wrung-out cloth. A small amount of mild detergent may be added to the cleaning water. Finally the bike should be protected with
a little protective wax or oil.
!

CAUTION

The electric drive system is only protected against ordinary splashes of water. It must not be cleaned with high
pressure water devices, jets of water or compressed air.
This could result in a short circuit, loss of function, fire
and explosion.

8.3.2 Tyre pressure table
Type Model
R.C+ HT 29
R.C+ FS 27.5
R.X+ FS 27.5
R.E+ FS 27.5
R.T+ HT 28

Recommended tyre pressure, Size
2-2.5 bar / 29-36 psi; 60-622 (29x2.4)
2 2.5 bar / 29-36 psi; 60-584 (27.5x2.4)
2-2.5 bar / 29-36 psi; 60-584 (27.5x2.4)
2-2.5 bar / 29-36 psi; 60-584 (27.5x2.4)
2-2.5 bar / 29-36 psi; 50-622 (28x2.0)
After changing a tyre the permitted tyre pressure shown on the tyre
should be used and observed. The recommended tyre pressure on
the tyre must not be exceeded.
Only tyres with the aforementioned dimensions may be used.
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8.4 Maintenance II
The following checks are not intended for the layman and should be carried out
every 6 months by a ROTWILD authorised retailer.
The ROTWILD authorised retailer should check the software status of the drive system and install updates if it is not currently running the most up-to-date software. The electrical connections should be checked, cleaned and protected. The
electrical wiring should be checked for damage.
Additional servicing measures should be carried out which correspond to those recommended for bikes in EN 14766 and EN 14764. Particular attention should be
given to wear & tear on the tyres and brakes. The tension in the spokes should be
readjusted if necessary.

8.5 Transport
When shipping the bike it is recommended to commission a ROTWILD authorised
retailer with the proper partial disassembly and packaging of the bike.
INFO

It is recommended to transport the bike inside the vehicle.

A suitable bike carrier should be used when transporting the bike by car. The removable display should be removed from its holder and transported inside the vehicle. Additional accessories, such as water bottles, should also be removed from
the bike and transported inside the vehicle.
Carrier systems where the bike is secured from underneath with the handlebars
and saddle are not permitted as they place too much stress on the components.
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When using a bike carrier for transport ensure that the down tube is not fixed in
place using clamping jaws or similar as this can lead to damage to the inside of
the drive battery.
The display and accessories (e.g. water bottles) should be removed for transport
and transported in a separate dry area protected from direct sunlight.
It is recommended to protect the electrical components and connections on the
bike from the weather with suitable protective covers.
The statutory provisions regarding transporting bikes and the instructions of carrier manufacturers shall be observed.
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9 Recycling/disposal
The bike, drive battery and charge are reusable materials and thus must be recycled. For this reason your ROTWILD authorised retailer will be happy to accept the
bike, unopened drive batteries, displays and chargers back. Depending on your region there may be additional methods of disposal available.
The statutory provisions regarding disposal should be adhered to.
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10 Appendices
10.1 EC Conformity declaration
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10.2 Parts list

Image 46: ROTWILD R.C+ HT 29
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R.C+ HT 29

COMP version

PRO version

EVO version

Rate

ROTWILD RHS 15 TI

ROTWILD RHS 15 TI

ROTWILD RHS 15 TI

Fork

FOX 2016, 32, A, FLOAT,
29in, P-S, 100, 3Pos, FIT4

FOX 2016, 32, A, FLOAT,
29in, P-S, 100, 3Pos, FIT4

FOX, 32, K, FLOAT,
29in, F-S, 100, 3Pos-Adj, FIT4

Handlebars

CRANKBROTHERS COBALT
2 AL2014 FLAT BAR
9°/740/8MM 31.8MM

CRANKBROTHERS COBALT
2 AL2014 FLAT BAR
9°/740/8MM 31.8MM

CRANKBROTHERS COBALT
11 CARBON FLAT BAR
9°/740/8MM 31.8MM

Stem

CRANKBROTHERS IODINE 1

CRANKBROTHERS IODINE 1

CRANKBROTHERS IODINE 1

Seat post

CRANKBROTHERS COBALT
2 AL7075 SEATPOST 27.2X400MM

KINDSHOCK LEV INTEGRA
27.2X400MM 100MM TRAVEL

KINDSHOCK LEV INTEGRA
27.2X400MM 100MM TRAVEL

Saddle

ERGON SME30-S ROTWILD

ERGON SME30-S ROTWILD

ERGON SME30-S ROTWILD

Grip

ERGON GE1

ERGON GE1

ERGON GE1

Drive

Brose 2.0

Brose 2.0

Brose 2.0

Display

MARQUARDT 2.0

MARQUARDT 2.0

MARQUARDT 2.0

Battery

RW POWER PACK 4P10S 518WH

RW POWER PACK 4P10S 518WH

RW POWER PACK 4P10S 518WH

Crank

E 13 TRS+ ISIS

E 13 TRS+ ISIS

E 13 TRS+ ISIS

Chain ring

Double Chainring 38/24T

Double Chainring 38/24T

Single Chainring 36T

Gear lever

SHIMANO SLX W/O OPTICAL

SHIMANO XT W/O OPTICAL

SHIMANO XT W/O OPTICAL

GEAR DISPLAY

GEAR DISPLAY

GEAR DISPLAY

Rear dérailleur

SHIMANO XT 10-SPEED
SHADOW / DIRECT MOUNT

SHIMANO XT 10-SPEED
SHADOW / DIRECT MOUNT

SHIMANO XTR 11-SPEED
SHADOW / DIRECT MOUNT

Cassette

SHIMANO-CS-HG50-10-SPEED 11-36T

SHIMANO-CS-HG95-10-SPEED 11-36T

SHIMANO 11-SPEED 11-42T

Brakes

SHIMANO M 615 FIN PAD

SHIMANO XT 785 FIN PAD

SHIMANO XT FIN PAD

Rotor

SHIMANO RT 68 180/180

SHIMANO RT81 ICE 180/180

SHIMANO RT81 ICE 180/180

Wheel

DT X1900 SPLINE 29 15RWS

DT X1900 SPLINE 29 15RWS

DT X1700 SPLINE 29 15RWS

Tyres

CONTINENTAL X-KING
29X2.40 PERFORMANCE

CONTINENTAL X-KING
29X2.40 RACE SPORT

CONTINENTAL X-KING
29X2.40 RACE SPORT

Image 47: ROTWILD R.C+ FS 27.5
R.C+ FS 27.5

COMP version

PRO version

EVO version

Suspension

FOX, FLOAT DPS, P-S, A, 3pos LV,

FOX, FLOAT DPS, P-S, A, 3pos LV,

FOX, FLOAT DPS, F-S, K, 3pos-Adj LV,

Rate

ROTWILD RHS 15 TI

ROTWILD RHS 15 TI

ROTWILD RHS 15 TI

Fork

FOX, 32, A, FLOAT, 27.5in,
P-S, 140, 3Pos, FIT4

FOX, 32, A, FLOAT, 27.5in,
P-S, 140, 3Pos, FIT4

FOX, 32, K, FLOAT, 27.5in,
F-S, 140, 3Pos-Adj, FIT4

Handlebars

CRANKBROTHERS COBALT
2 AL2014 FLAT BAR
9°/740/8MM 31.8MM

CRANKBROTHERS COBALT
2 AL2014 FLAT BAR
9°/740/8MM 31.8MM

CRANKBROTHERS COBALT
11 CARBON FLAT BAR
9°/740/8MM 31.8MM

Stem

CRANKBROTHERS IODINE 1

CRANKBROTHERS IODINE 1

CRANKBROTHERS IODINE 1

Seat post

CRANKBROTHERS COBALT
2 AL7075 SEATPOST 31.6X400MM

KINDSHOCK LEV INTEGRA
31.6X435MM 150MM TRAVEL

KINDSHOCK LEV INTEGRA
31.6X435MM 150MM TRAVEL

Saddle

ERGON SME30-S ROTWILD

ERGON SME30-S ROTWILD

ERGON SME30-S ROTWILD

Grip

ERGON GE1

ERGON GE1

ERGON GE1

Drive

Brose 2.0

Brose 2.0

Brose 2.0

Display

MARQUARDT 2.0

MARQUARDT 2.0

MARQUARDT 2.0

Battery

RW POWER PACK 4P10S 518WH

RW POWER PACK 4P10S 518WH

RW POWER PACK 4P10S 518WH

Crank

E 13 TRS+ ISIS

E 13 TRS+ ISIS

E 13 TRS+ ISIS

Chain ring

Single Chainring 36T

Single Chainring 36T

Single Chainring 36T

Gear lever

SHIMANO SLX W/O OPTICAL
GEAR DISPLAY

SHIMANO XT W/O OPTICAL
GEAR DISPLAY

SHIMANO XT W/O OPTICAL
GEAR DISPLAY

Rear dérailleur

SHIMANO XT 10-SPEED
SHADOW / DIRECT MOUNT

SHIMANO XT 10-SPEED
SHADOW / DIRECT MOUNT

SHIMANO XTR 11-SPEED
SHADOW / DIRECT MOUNT

Cassette

SHIMANO-CS-HG50-10-SPEED 11-36T

SHIMANO-CS-HG95-10-SPEED 11-36T

SHIMANO 11-SPEED 11-42T

Brakes

SHIMANO M 615 FIN PAD

SHIMANO XT 785 FIN PAD

SHIMANO XT FIN PAD

Rotor

SHIMANO RT 68 180/180

SHIMANO RT81 ICE 180/180

SHIMANO RT81 ICE 180/180

Wheel

DT X1900 SPLINE 27 15RWS

DT X1900 SPLINE 27 15RWS

DT X1700 SPLINE 27 15RWS

Tyres

CONTINENTAL X-KING
27X2.40 PERFORMANCE

CONTINENTAL X-KING
27X2.40 RACE SPORT

CONTINENTAL X-KING
27X2.40 RACE SPORT
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Image 48: ROTWILD R.X+ FS 27.5
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R.X+ FS 27.5

PRO version

EVO version

EDITION version

Suspension

FOX, FLOAT DPS, P-S, A,
3pos Evol LV

FOX, FLOAT DPS, F-S, K,
3pos-Adj Evol LV

FOX, FLOAT DPS, F-S, K,
3pos-Adj Evol LV

Rate

ROTWILD RHS 15 TI

ROTWILD RHS 15 TI

ROTWILD MHS 1.5 TAPERED TI

Fork

FOX, 34, A, FLOAT, 27.5in Plus,
P-S, 140, 3Pos, FIT4

FOX, 34, K, FLOAT, 27.5in Plus,
F-S, 140, 3Pos-Adj, FIT4

FOX, 34, K, FLOAT, 27.5in Plus,
F-S, 140, 3Pos-Adj, FIT4

Handlebars

CRANKBROTHERS COBALT
2 AL2014 FLAT BAR
9°/780/8MM 31.8MM

CRANKBROTHERS COBALT
11 CARBON FLAT BAR
9°/780/8MM 31.8MM

CRANKBROTHERS COBALT
11 CARBON FLAT BAR
9°/780/8MM 31.8MM

Stem

CRANKBROTHERS IODINE 1

CRANKBROTHERS IODINE 1

CRANKBROTHERS IODINE 3

Seat post

KINDSHOCK LEV INTEGRA
31.6X435MM 150MM TRAVEL

KINDSHOCK LEV INTEGRA
31.6X435MM 150MM TRAVEL

KINDSHOCK LEV INTEGRA
31.6X435MM 150MM TRAVEL

Saddle

ERGON SME30-S ROTWILD

ERGON SME30-S ROTWILD

ERGON SRX PRO TEAM RED

Grip

ERGON GE1

ERGON GE1

ERGON GE1

Drive

Brose 2.0

Brose 2.0

Brose 2.0

Display

BMZ SPORTIVE DISPLAY

BMZ SPORTIVE DISPLAY

BMZ SPORTIVE DISPLAY

Battery

RW POWER PACK 4P10S 518WH

RW POWER PACK 4P10S 518WH

RW POWER PACK 4P10S 518WH

Crank

E 13 TRS+ ISIS

E 13 TRS+ ISIS

E 13 TRS+ ISIS

Chain ring

Single Chainring 36T

Single Chainring 36T

Single Chainring 36T

Gear lever

SHIMANO XT W/O OPTICAL
GEAR DISPLAY

SHIMANO XT W/O OPTICAL
GEAR DISPLAY

SHIMANO XTR W/O OPTICAL
GEAR DISPLAY

Rear dérailleur

SHIMANO XT 10-SPEED
SHADOW / DIRECT MOUNT

SHIMANO XT 10-SPEED
SHADOW / DIRECT MOUNT

SHIMANO XTR 11-SPEED
SHADOW / DIRECT MOUNT

Cassette

SHIMANO 11-SPEED
CASSETTE 11-42T

SHIMANO 11-SPEED
CASSETTE 11-42T

SHIMANO 11-SPEED
CASSETTE 11-42T

Brakes

SHIMANO XT 785 FIN PAD

SHIMANO XT FIN PAD

SHIMANO XTR FIN PAD

Rotor

SHIMANO RT81 ICE 203/180

SHIMANO RT81 ICE 203/180

SHIMANO RT99 ICE 203/180

Wheel

DT M1700 SPLINE 27 15RWS

DT M1700 SPLINE 27 15RWS

DT XMC1200 SPLINE 27 15RWS

Tyres

CONTINENTAL MOUNTAIN-KING
27X2.40 PERFORMANCE

CONTINENTAL MOUNTAIN-KING
27X2.40 PERFORMANCE

CONTINENTAL MOUNTAIN-KING
27X2.40 PERFORMANCE

Image 49: ROTWILD R.E+ FS 27.5
R.E+ FS 27.5

EVO version

Suspension

FOX, FLOAT X, F-S, K, 3pos-Adj LV,

Rate

ROTWILD RHS 15 TI

Fork

FOX, 36, K, FLOAT, 27.5in, F-S, 170, 3Pos-Adj, FIT4

Handlebars

CRANKBROTHERS COBALT 2 AL2014 FLAT BAR 9°/780/8MM 31.8MM

Stem

CRANKBROTHERS IODINE 1

Seat post

KINDSHOCK LEV INTEGRA 31.6X435MM 150MM TRAVEL

Saddle

ERGON SME30-S ROTWILD PA6 LEIGHTWEIGHT

Grip

ERGON GE1

Drive

Brose 2.0

Display

BMZ SPORTIVE DISPLAY

Battery

RW POWER PACK 4P10S 518WH

Crank

E 13 TRS+ ISIS

Chain ring

Single Chainring 36T

Gear lever

SHIMANO XT M8000 W/O OPTICAL GEAR DISPLAY

Rear dérailleur

SHIMANO XT 11-SPEED SHADOW / DIRECT MOUNT

Cassette

SHIMANO 11-SPEED CASSETTE 11-42T

Brakes

SHIMANO XT FIN PAD

Rotor

SHIMANO RT99 ICE 203/180 6-BOLTS

Wheel

DT E 1700 SPLINE TWO 27 15RWS

Tyres

CONTINENTAL TRAIL-KING 27X2.40 PERFORMANCE
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Image 50: ROTWILD R.T+ HT 28
R.T+ HT 28
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EVO version

Rate

ROTWILD RHS 15 TI

Fork

X-FUSION 32 SLIDE 100 29 RL2 / 11/8“

Handlebars

CRANKBROTHERS COBALT1 AL6061 MIDRISE BAR 9°/720/15MM 31.8MM

Stem

CRANKBROTHERS COBALT

Seat post

CRANKBROTHERS COBALT 1 AL6061 SEATPOST 27.2X400MM

Saddle

ERGON SMC30-M

Grip

ERGON GX1

Drive

Brose 2.0

Display

COBI

Battery

RW POWER PACK 4P10S 518WH

Rear light

SUPERNOVA N-TK2HK-MBLK

Crank

FSA E-BIKE CRANK

Chain ring

DOUBLE CHAINRING 44-30T

Gear lever

Shimano M610 DEORE INTEGRATED W/O OPTICAL GEAR DISPLAY

Rear dérailleur

SHIMANO XT RD-M786 GS DM PLUS 10-SPEED

Cassette

SHIMANO 10-SPEED CASSETTE 11-36T

Brakes

SHIMANO DEORE DISC BRAKE M615

Rotor

SHIMANO ROTOR M-180MM / CL W/LOCK RING

Wheel

DT X1900 SPLINE 29

Tyres

CONTINENTAL CRUISE CONTACT REFLEX 28X2.00 (50-622)

Mudguard

WINGEE FENDER52MM

10.3 Inspections
1. Inspection
No later than 100300 km or
6 months from date
of purchase

2. Inspection
No later than
1,000 km or
12 months
from date of

3. Inspection
No later than
2,000 km
or 18 months
from date
of purchase

Servicing measures pursuant to
EN 14766 – Mountain bikes –
were carried out.
Exchanged or repaired parts:
Stamp and
signature
of the dealer

Servicing measures pursuant to
EN 14766 – Mountain bikes –
were carried out.
Exchanged or repaired parts:
Stamp and
signature
of the dealer

Servicing measures pursuant to
EN 14766 – Mountain bikes –
were carried out.
Exchanged or repaired parts:
Stamp and
signature
of the dealer
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4. Inspection
No later than
3,000 km
or 24 months
from purchase

5. Inspection
No later than
4,000 km or
30 months
from purchase

6. Inspection
No later than
5,500 km
or 36 months
from date of
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Servicing measures pursuant to
EN 14766 – Mountain bikes –
were carried out.
Exchanged or repaired parts:
Stamp and
signature
of the dealer

Servicing measures pursuant to
EN 14766 – Mountain bikes –
were carried out.
Exchanged or repaired parts:
Stamp and
signature
of the dealer

Servicing measures pursuant to
EN 14766 – Mountain bikes –
were carried out.
Exchanged or repaired parts:
Stamp and
signature
of the dealer

7. Inspection
No later than
7,000 km
or 42 months from
date of purchase

8. Inspection
No later than
8,500 km or
48 months from
date of purchase

9. Inspection
No later than
10,000 km or
54 months from
date of purchase

Servicing measures pursuant to
EN 14766 – Mountain bikes –
were carried out.
Exchanged or repaired parts:
Stamp and
signature
of the dealer

Servicing measures pursuant to
EN 14766 – Mountain bikes –
were carried out.
Exchanged or repaired parts:
Stamp and
signature
of the dealer

Servicing measures pursuant to
EN 14766 – Mountain bikes –
were carried out.
Exchanged or repaired parts:
Stamp and
signature
of the dealer
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Notes:
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Notes:
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This instruction manual has been complied with great care. Some of the functions
and components described may change due to ongoing product development.
Each change could take place without prior notification.

ADP ENGINEERING GMBH
Am Bauhof 5
6407 Dieburg, Germany
Instruction manual Rotwild Hybrid 2016, 1st edition 11/2015
Printing and typesetting: Schäfer & Schott GmbH, D-50259 Pulheim,
info@schaefer-schott.de
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R.C+ HT 29
R.C+ FS 27.5
R.X+ FS 27.5
R.E+ FS 27.5
R.T+ HT 28
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